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Abstract—this paper explores how to exploit game based motivation as a way to promote engagement in computer-based instruction, and in particular in online learning interaction. The paper explores the human psychology of gaming and how this can be applied to learning, the computer mechanics of media presentation, affordances and possibilities, and the emerging interaction of playing games and how this itself can provide a pedagogical scaffolding to learning. In doing so the paper focuses on four aspects of Game Based Motivation and how it may be used; (i) the game player’s perception; (ii) the game designers’ model of how to motivate; (iii) team aspects and social interaction as a motivating factor; (iv) psychological models of motivation. This includes the increasing social nature of computer interaction. The paper concludes with a manifesto for exploiting game based motivation in learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Users of Computer Games can spend hours engrossed in game play. At the same time, Computer Based Instruction and eLearning authors and designers have been striving to make their material - and the study of it - more captivating and engaging. This material is frequently studied online leading to the opportunities to introduce social interaction into the mix. This is an important consideration given that computer based instruction can often be lonely activity. It is thus a timely exercise to see if approaches from the world of Gaming can be applied to eLearning: not just in the sense of gamification but on other levels such as motivation, interaction, dynamics, and socialisation. One approach to overcome this involves enrichment of the environment and the addition of value added extras like interactive internet based lectures and virtual socialisation [1]. Communication clearly is an important part of the mix here, both synchronous and asynchronous interplay between users. Engaging students in more flexible learning, work based learning, and curricula that are more global and supporting international cohorts follows. This paper explores how to exploit game based motivation, not for playing games but for use in the design of interactive learning technologies. Furthermore, it considers the use of game based motivation to improve learner engagement. Gordon et al [2] have discussed approaches of using typical game dynamics, such as allowing multiple attempts as a zero or low cost option and high scores as a way of encouraging users to improve their course assessment grade.

Modern game environments provide a rich environment, which can be engrossing, involving multiple players in immersive game environments and enabling fantasy scenarios. In this paper, the focus is on motivation, something that is clearly very high for game players, and is therefore something very powerful that educators would wish to capture in Learning Interaction. The paper describes what can be captured from gaming dynamics that could increase engagement in pedagogical activity, and explores whether this motivation is solely about having fun or if there are deeper things in play. To this end, consider four aspects of Game Based Motivation and how to use this;

(i) The game player’s perception;
(ii) The game designers’ model of how to motivate;
(iii) Team aspects and social interaction as a motivating force;
(iv) Psychological models of motivation.

To explore the psychological forces at play it is necessary to consider what drivers might be in play. The paper will use Self-Determination Theory [3] as applied to Games [4] to inform interaction and dialog design. This paper will look at intrinsic and extrinsic sources of motivation that the above four aspects can provide. The paper will develop an argument that, in order to motivate, desirable properties include rich, immersive
interactions, levels of achievement through appropriate feedback and the movement to higher levels reflecting and rewarding this, user ownership of their learning, self-autonomy and lack of imposed control, and the importance of learning as a social endeavour. Learning, as game playing may also be a social activity that users desire to engage with. Interacting with others can be motivating in itself, as well as being engaging. Learning may also be peer-to-peer and involve social interaction. Frequently, such social interaction now takes place in the context of gaming. Indeed, the emergence of things like Frag fests - where groups of gamers come together for a games fest meeting and events - have moved social game computing into a new era.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: a review of HCI and computer games, concepts and approaches to educational interfaces, the distinction between using games and using game mechanics in teaching and learning; finally, the paper concludes with an outline manifesto for game based learning and teaching.

II. HCI AND GAMES

Laurel [5] proposed thinking of HCI from the starting point of theatre, considering the most common acts of stagecraft and how they can map onto HCI and user interaction. In this manner, games can be considered as the next modern stage, with performance characteristics that can be identified and analysed, for potential exploitation. Like theatre they can be dramatic, chart the interaction and interplay of the agents that compose them, and engross people in their action, encouraging them to stay to the end. Thus in this paper, rather than theatre, it is games that are used in order to design new interaction techniques for learners. In Homo Ludens, Huizinga [6] notes the play element for culture and considers play as a culture phenomenon. Specifically, (ibid, page 13) play is a free activity, since it

- Stands quite markedly outside ordinary life;
- It is not serious;
- Leads to players being intensively absorbed in their activity;
- It is not connected with material profit or gain;
- Proceeds with its own boundaries of time and space;
- It promotes the development of its own social groups; these groupings may develop their own characteristics and stand apart.

Huizinga then goes on to consider how play is used and expressed in language, and then used as a civilising function, and then in turn its use in law, poetry, war, mythopoiesis (myth making), philosophy, art, and knowing. From this, it is apparent that many of the notions that are typically applied to education interactions, like absorption and the social nature of the interaction, match concepts from the domain of play.

III. EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER INTERFACES

Computer Based Instruction (CBI) and Learning (CBL), or Computer Based Training (CBT) interfaces reflected the era in which they were built: starting with terminal interactions, which could be line, based (e.g. LOGO [7], [8] or ASCII graphics [9]). The Interfaces used for CBI/CBL and CBT are largely branching trees – they branch as they traverse the knowledge base depending upon the user’s previous answers. Sometimes the trees might pause for the presentation of remedial material. Stages might also be present that would prevent users continuing to a next stage until they have demonstrated sufficient mastery of the current one. Artificial Intelligence in the form of an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) formed the next generation [10]. [11], [12], which might contain an intelligent critic, planner, expert system style knowledge [13]. and/or a user model [14]. The user model tried to model the user and based on this model - offer the next phase of the learning interaction as it saw fit. Crudely this was often based on a confidence factor, on whether a concept e.g. such as multiple column subtraction, was known. The confidence factor could be doubled each time an instance of a question was asked correctly and halved if it were not. Rather than use Intelligent Tutoring Systems, others tried to use a transparent interface as a way of getting round these problems [15].

More recently, the advent of Internet, Web 2.0, and multimedia delivery of material has altered the delivery and environment for computer based instruction. Such material can be delivered by general purpose Content Management Systems (CMS) such as SharePoint [16] that allow sharing of web-based content. Alternatively, application focussed management systems such as Learning Activity Management Systems (LAMS) [17], Reusable E-Learning Object Authoring and Delivery (Reload) [18], WebCT [19] and Schema-Driven Personalisation [21], [20] have led to modern Learning Management Systems (LMS). Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) typically integrate delivery, interaction, assessment and marking, along with tracking, administration, and management of the student journey. This management may include fine-grained data analytics of student performance and the investigation of the criteria that have affected it. The analytics may be generated by data mining and delivered by visualisation. Linked to this may be authoring tools. Leading contemporary systems are SAKAI [22], Blackboard [23], Moodle [24], Desire2Learn [25], and Canvas [26], which may be cloud based services or hosted on local servers. A leading new trend is for Massive Online Open Courses [27]. Here the internet delivers content to large cohorts of students who study remotely and on mass. The access and delivery of the material is free although institutions may charge for additional human tuition and assessment – and for accreditation and academic award. The paper now considers learning interaction in the context of the above contemporary delivery.

IV. GAMES VS GAME BASED MOTIVATION

There is a distinction here between using games for teaching and using game based motivation in education interaction design. Teaching via games goes back to Wumps [27] and WEST [29], where essentially a game implicitly teaches a
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particular skill e.g. learning mathematics. The advantage over a traditional tutoring system is essentially the notion of play and fun. This learning via game playing is in contrast to the approach advocated in this paper where it is the game mechanics and affordances that are exploited in building and designing learning interaction. Gordon et al [2] used simple game mechanics to teach an introductory mathematics course at university. Low cost game mechanics, such as having another go and trying to maximise your score were used. The aim in this paper is to go further and look at how other game dynamics and social interaction are used and how to apply it to learning interaction. Exploiting Games Based Motivation in Learning Interaction involves understanding human psychology, computers, and the interaction between them.

A. Humans

The question of what is behind human behaviour and what motivates and drives it has deep roots [30]. The aim here is to understand the psychology of gaming and apply it to learning. Here the focus is restricted to considering two models that tie closely into gaming – Soar and Self-Motivation Theory. Soar was proposed as a Unified Theory of Cognition [31], being a cognitive architecture aiming to enable the modelling of intelligent agents. Whilst SOAR provides a theory of how humans function, it is most relevantly applied to providing artificial characters in agents that can provide motivation to players [32], and so it is considered below in the discussion of interaction and motivation.

Self-Motivation Theory [3] is also a general approach to human motivation and personality, with a background context of clinical psychology. It is a model of motivation that looks to base motivation upon rewards. These rewards can result from both internal and external drivers. Individual differences may be derived both from an individual’s cognitive and social development. The key traits identified are autonomy, competence, and relatedness.

Rigby and Ryan [4] have applied Self-Motivation Theory to the study of Video Games. The key traits of Self-Motivation Theory underpin their arguments. Games allow individuals to demonstrate their competence; the desire for the high score or of beating one’s opponents enables individuals to demonstrate their domain power. Mission, purpose, and individual empowerment demonstrate autonomy. Relatedness incorporates both self-perception and the realization of oneself and the rest of the game community.

Rigby and Ryan note that self-motivation and gaming is not necessarily about fun – at least in the short-term vision. Indeed, much, highly motivated game playing is anything but fun, but deeply painful and frustrating. However, to echo Huizinga, they note the social interaction that takes place amongst fellow gamers, the development of social group and localised group language (e.g. in the World of Warcraft the notion of “theorycraft”). They also note that the failure of common experience to fulfil basic needs can be made up for in the gaming experience.

B. Computers

The computer-based environment – the game – can also provide information about the game based motivation; through looking at the behaviour of the computer system; it is possible to identify what the players were doing. In doing this the Game Mechanics can be explored: this is equivalent to learning from stage mechanics – these are the mechanics, which implement aspects of the game. There may be interaction patterns, media patterns, and use of sound, dramatic effects, entrances, exits, or combinations of these things. The identification of Games Mechanics and the study of how they are mapped to reported Motivational Responses in users provides a way to understand how actions taken at the level of the computer influence motivational behaviour. For design, this would inform how a media producer could look to influence the interaction. Generating metrics is a long understood software engineering technique; therefore, the aim here is to utilise this approach to underpin the underlying design manifesto, thus enabling a direct mapping between the observed behaviour experiences of the user and the implementing technology.

C. Interaction

Gamification [33] is the use of game based mechanics in ordinary interaction. The interaction is turned into a game or has game like properties. People enjoy playing games, so the intention is to exploit this to encourage and improve human behaviour; achieving this would be potentially useful and valuable. Examples might include the use of a high score table in a computerised telephone call centre to encourage competition between operatives and thereby actually increase the number of calls being made; a points based award towards task completion; or the use of levels within an interaction. Therefore, scenarios and techniques that users have previously met in a game context now appear in the context of an otherwise standard interaction with the user. The important notion is the program employing these techniques is not one that is necessarily a game per se. Typically, they are not out there to be played as a game. The examples of the Call Centre Software is designed to manage and make calls – though it can be played as a sort of a game. One model of eBay can be thought of in this way; it is a competition about who can get the most positive feedback and make their stars turn a different colour. However, the primary focus of an individual’s eBay activity is to secure themselves a bargain.

Chin [34] argues that the use of mobile technologies and social networks - alongside gamification - can be used to provide learners with improved interaction. Learners are changing and naturally using these methods of interacting, so they form a natural platform upon which to use gamification interaction techniques. Those learners will also be already playing games on the very devices they use for learning, so they will be used to this type of interaction and platform. Utilising this interaction for learning becomes a positive outcome.

This type of interaction in mobile learning (mLearning) and social networks provides for social interaction and shared space. Many ordinary learning episodes and
journeys are done by the user alone. Loneliness and isolation are one of the problems of distance education. With the rise of mLearning [35] and MOOCs this is becoming an increasing issue.

Many of the game based interactions considered here are taken from interactive games. The competition of high score, or playing competitively, interacting with others, acts of confederation or betrayal all require interaction with others.

At other times this interaction may not be with be with humans but with AI. Soar is a good example of embedding AI’s as characters within games [36], [37]. So social interaction within games is not just limited to talking with fellow humans but now embraces the synthetic. Based on this, the focus becomes on engineering agents within games that can be made sensitive to, and may enable, motivational dynamics. Thus, the developer is able to get the AI agents to behave in a predetermined manner to maximise motivation dynamics. Given a choice in their behaviour, the AI agent can choose to behave in ways that will likely to induce enhanced learner based motivation. Therefore, interaction is an important factor for the use of techniques of gamification. It is also important because much of the interaction now undertaken by users is computer-mediated and often of a social form.

V. WORKED EXAMPLES: A MANIFESTO

In order to illustrate how this might look in practice, the different roles are now considered: from a perspective of individual players,

- Of team aspects, and finally

- Of game designers.

By looking at individual learners, it is possible to consider how the individual might benefit from this approach. The next category to consider are how groups might be the best model to use here. Finally, the role of the designer is considered and explored in terms of how authors of education-based material could go about the task to better use these techniques in order to exploit game based motivation. In order to structure this discussion for each scenario, the focus will be on the four following factors:

- Competence;
- Autonomy;
- Relatedness – Social Communications;
- Gamification.

Competence and Autonomy are taken from Self Determination Theory (ibid) and [4]. In the context of the use of social networking and social computing (as discussed in the previous section on Interfaces), this is grouped with the Self Determination Theory concept of Relatedness. Gamification is considered as the final factor in this particular categorisation. Where an example from video games is taken from [4] it is marked as (R&R).

1) An individual Learner/Typical User

Competence: This may be through achieving the highest score, a score better than the competition, the longest, highest, most extreme value, task completion, game level completion, beating competition, beating friends/family. Health/Strength of Player, Health/Strength of Opponents, Layer Difficulty, Ability of User with Weapons, Track Complexity, Track Difficulty, Navigation of Current Space (e.g. Level, Obstacles) (R&R), Competence of Opponents, Complexity of Players Actions to Succeed (R&R).

Autonomy: The ability of the player to customise their representation in terms of their Avatar; how the Avatar looks, the Avatar's Aspirations, Axiological Behaviour e.g. via Avatars' Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions, Artificial Intelligence Ability, Perception of Self, Goal Identity, Goal Directed Behaviour, Machine Learning Ability, Heroic Narrative (R&R), Customised Personality (e.g. The Sims) – (R&R). Autonomy is also noted as an important factor in motivation of learners e.g. homework (R&R).

Relatedness: Social Communications: Interaction in a multi-player game, One-to-One Communication, Humans/ AI Agents/Non Playing Characters (NPCs) able to communicate with each other in a game leading to one-to-one/one-to-many chats, Private Chat between players in a game, Public Chat and Open Forums for Players so they can share their thoughts and feeling and empathize with each other, Team Strategies, Cooperative Play (R&R), “End Game Raids” (R&R), Social Networking inclusion in a game, Social Media, YouTube, Sharing Media, Sharing the Experience, Fellow travellers on a shared journey.

Gamification: immersive interactions, Have another free go, Physical/Emotional/Narrative Presence (R&R), levels of achievement through appropriate feedback/rewards and the movement to higher levels reflecting and positively reinforcing this, user ownership of their learning, self-autonomy and lack of imposed control (this clearly reflects back to autonomy above), and the importance of learning as a social endeavour.

2) Team aspects and social interaction as a motivating force.

Competence: Best team score, a team score better than the completion, the longest, highest, most extreme team value, team task completion, team game level completion, member of team winning, member of team getting highest score, team beating competition, team beating friends/team/family team. Health/Strength of Team, Health/Strength of Opponents Team, Layer Difficulty, Ability of Team with Weapons, Track Complexity, Track Difficulty, Team Navigation of Current Space (e.g. Level, Obstacles) (R&R), Competence of Opponents, Complexity of Teams Actions to Succeed.

Autonomy: Customised your Teams looks, Aspirations, team sharing of Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions, Intelligence of Groups (more heads are better than one), Shared Goal Identity, Shared Goal Directed Behaviour, Emergent Group Intelligence, and Swarm Intelligence.
**Relatedness:** Social Communications: Recognise Others’ Goals, See how other Peoples’ Goals Relate to Your Own Goals, Recognising Axiological Relatedness to Others, Team Work, Confederacy, Betrayal, Delegation and Leadership, Role Playing, Socialising.

**Gamification:** Group Shared immersive interactions, Physical/Emotional/Narrative Presence that the Group Share (R&R), levels of achievement through appropriate group feedback/rewards and the movement to higher levels reflecting and positively reinforcing this, group ownership of their learning, group-autonomy and lack of imposed control, and the importance of learning as a group social endeavour.

3) **The game designers’ model of how to motivate**

**Competence:** Users want to see the top score, the competition, how others are doing. They want to see what the records are. They can be in terms of the best and worst but other things are important to games players. These can often be extreme values – longest time before someone scored anything, best score for first time user, longest/oldest player, previous champions, or even worst player ever! These can be both in terms of an individual player or a team. Competence at Game Specific Features is also important. Therefore, this can be in Ability with a Particular Weapon or on a given Track, dealing with Special Obstacles, or NPC Adversaries. Statistics in terms of other teams or individuals would also be useful.

**Autonomy:** Customisation is a key thing here. Giving players control of their own agency/avatar in a game. The ability of a player to do their own thing or to interact with groups as they wish. This requires that the game writer think about how to motivate game players by giving them a sense of control and autonomy.

**Relatedness:** Social Communications: The importance of synchronous and asynchronous computer mediated communication. Building social networking and social computing into the fabric of a game is a key.

**Gamification:** Group Shared immersive interactions, Physical/Emotional/Narrative Presence that the Group Share (R&R), levels of achievement through appropriate group feedback/rewards and the movement to higher levels reflecting and positively reinforcing this, group ownership of their learning, group-autonomy and lack of imposed control, and the importance of learning as a group social endeavour.

VI. **CONCLUSIONS**

Engagement and success in education remains a challenge, one that can potentially be addressed through Game Based Motivation in Learning Interaction. This paper has developed an argument that, in order to motivate, desirable properties include understanding and using competence, autonomy and relatedness alongside rich, immersive interactions, levels of achievement through appropriate feedback and the movement to higher levels reflecting and rewarding this, user ownership of their learning, and the importance of learning as a social endeavour. This paper has also identified the changing environment that contextualised this study. Users are social media savvy. They will want to learn on the move. They want instant gratification and feedback. They are used to playing computer-based games. Their learning, as game playing, should be a social activity that users desire to engage in. Educational authors can thus look to build upon this. By using Game Based Motivation they can deliver.
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